Abstract
Introduction
Power law scaling is the universal property in a wide range of physical, biological, demographical, economic and even linguistic systems [1] . The power laws relate two variables with the form f (x) ∝ ax k , k is typically called the scaling exponent. The main property of power laws that makes them interesting is their scale invariance. A power-law function satisfies f (cx) ∝ f (x) where c is a constant. That is, a rescaling of the function's argument changes the constant of proportionality but preserves the shape of the function itself.
There is also much empirical evidence for power law scaling in stock market. For example, the distribution of returns r over daily or weekly horizons decays according to P (|R| > r) ∝ r −α where α is the tail or Pareto exponent, and the volatility of returns in different time horizon shows a self-similarity property [2] - [6] .
Stock market exhibits a variety of dynamic regimes. According to efficient market hypothesis and rational expectation theory, identical traders share the rational expectation of an asset's future price, so the market price always fluctuates around the fundamental value [7] . However, in real market the price may deviate from fundamental value persistently, and plenty of empirical work gives the evidence for existing of rational speculative bubbles [8] , [9] . Market can also be in a periodic regime commonly described as bull and bear cycle [10] . Researchers have even investigated the chaotic behavior in many markets [11] .
Then we may wonder whether there are any differences in scaling behaviors among different regimes, or whether the market dynamic regimes have an impact on the scaling behaviors. However, it is difficult to investigate this issue by empirical method, because there is too much noise in real data, and we can hardly identify the dynamic regimes of a real market, not to mention analyzing their influence to scaling behaviors.
The agent-based computational economics (ACE) provides an ideal approach to investigate such issues. ACE is the computational study of economic processes modeled as dynamic systems of interacting agents, which reproduce many styled facts of real market by computer simulation [12] . Multi-agent simulation of financial markets seeks to provide the conditions for a controlled experiment, and thus allow us to isolate relationships between cause and effect in the market. However, due to the complexity of algorithms, ACE models are not analytically tractable.
Inspired by statistical physics, Lux and Marchesi present a stochastic multi-agent stock market model [13] which provides a possible way to form a bridge between theoretical analysis and computer simulation by adopting a mass-statistical formalization of traders' behavior. And they analyzed the scaling and criticality of the simulated return series. Following the line of Lux and Marchesi, we built a multi-agent stock market model with four dynamic regimes including fundamental equilibrium, non-fundamental equilibrium, periodicity and chaos in previous work [14] , [15] . In this paper, we design an agent-based artificial stock market system, simulate 30 times for each regime to produce enough data, and then concentrate on investigating the scaling behaviors in different regimes.
Multi-agent stock market model
This part gives a brief introduction to our stochastic multiagent stock market model emphasizing on the differences from Lux and Marchesi's model [13] . Please refer to [13] - [15] for more details.
In this model, N traders deal with a single financial asset with fixed fundamental value p f .Three types of agents are considered : fundamentalists (with the time-varying number n f ), optimistic chartists (n + ) and pessimistic chartists (n − ). So n + + n − = n c , n c + n f = N . The major building blocks of the model are transitions of agents from one type to another together with endogenous price changes resulting from the agents' operations.
The probabilities of switches of agents from the pessimistic to the optimistic subgroup and vice versa are denoted by π +− Δt and π −+ Δt during a small time increment Δt, where π +− and π −+ are concretized as follows:
with
Here,the parameters v 1 is the frequency of revaluation of opinion ,and α 1 , α 2 measures the importance of majority opinion and price trend in chartists' behavior respectively. The transition probabilities from the chartist to the fundamentalist group and vice versa are formalized in a similar manner.
Here v 2 is the frequency with which agents reconsider their trading strategies, and α 3 is the sensitivity of agents to profit differentials. (r+ṗ/v 2 )/p−R−s|(p f −p)/p| is the difference between the momentary profits earned by using a optimistic chartist and fundamentalist strategy. R − (r +ṗ/v 2 )/p − s|(p f − p)/p| is the profit difference between pessimistic chartist and fundamentalist strategy. Entry and exit are incorporated by assuming that a constant portion( a)of traders is regularly replaced by new entrants. Both fundamentalists and chartists are equally likely to exit, and the newcomers act as chartists and fundamentalists in a fixed proportion, saying b(b ∈ [0, 1]) of newcomers as fundamentalists and 1 − b as chartists. We assume that newcomers of chartists follow the prevailing market opinion(optimistic or pessimistic), i.e. the distribution of market opinions in new chartists is the same as current market.
The dynamics of the asset's price result from the market operations of our agents and the ensuing price adjustment by a market maker who reacts sluggishly on excess demand. Excess demand of chartists is ED c = (n + − n − )T c (where T c is the average trading volume per transaction) and that of fundamentalists is ED f = n f γ(p f − p)/p (where γ is the strength of reaction on price deviation). Then, dp/dt = β(ED c + ED f ) , where β denotes the price adjustment strength.
We can deduce a three dimensional differential equations system to approximate the dynamics of the model above. The three variables used to describe the market states are x = (n + − n − )/n c (named market confidence index),y = n f /N (named market rationality index) and price p.
where U 1 ,U 2,1 and U 2,2 are defined as above.
Qualitative analysis to system 3 with both analytical and numerical methods shows that with different parameters this model exhibits four kinds of dynamic regimes, including fundamental equilibrium(for example with 
Agent-based computer simulation
We design a artificial stock market (ASM)system based on SWARM platform [16] to perform the simulation. Figure  1 gives the typical interface of ASM system.
The simulation creates two instances of ObserverSwarm and ModelSwarm from the Swarm libraries as model controller. The graphical interface is initialized and controlled by the ObserverSwarm. A probe is created to accept user commands to start, stop or step through the simulation (the 2nd from left) and another separate one is created to allow the user to set the parameters of the multi-agent stock market model (the 1st from left). The ObserverSwarm also creates a raster widget onto which we will project the traders with different color representing different behavior types such as fundamentalist, optimistic or pessimistic chartist (middle). Three EZGraphs are created for users to easily investigate the time evolvement of three key market state variables.
We simulate 30 times with each group of parameters given by the theoretical analysis above to give enough data for statistical analysis. Each simulation run 4000 × 500 rounds and record 4000 x, y and p data at integer time. Figure 2 gives the typical simulated price series of different regimes.
We can notice that the simulated prices series with corresponding parameters coincide with the theory analysis. Especially it is obvious in fundamental equilibrium regime with the price fluctuating around fundamental value p f = 10 and in non-fundamental equilibrium regime with price fluctuating around non-fundamental equilibria and stochastic factors occasionally driving the price jump from one equilibrium to another. 
Scaling in different regimes
In this part, we analyze the 30 simulated return series (r = ln(p t+1 )−ln(p t )) of each of the four dynamic regimes and compare the scaling behaviors in different regimes. Figure 3 is the loglog plot of the cumulative return distribution of a simulation for each of four different dynamic regimes. The positive and negative tails have been merged by using absolute returns. One can observes the large price fluctuations of all regimes roughly follows a power law P (|R| > r) ∝ r −α . And the tail returns of fundamental regime are largest, followed by periodicity and chaos, and non-fundamental equilibrium's the smallest. Using the approach of Clauset et. al. [1] , we estimated the power law exponent α for 30 simulated return series of each regime, as illustrated in the boxplot in figure 4 . We can see that this difference of scaling behaviors in four dynamic regimes is significant.
Turning to the issue of temporal dependence, we estimate the self-similarity exponent H for absolute returns of all Scaling exponent (α) Figure 4 . Boxplot of exponents α of Pareto distribution in different regimes regimes using Detrended Fluctuation Analysis (DFA), which was introduced by Peng et al [17] . Figure 5 gives a typical DFA result for each simulated return series of four dynamic regimes, t in x-axis is the size of intervals, f (t) in y-axis is the average fluctuation of return about its local trend in the interval of t size, and both axis are in log scale. We can notice F (t) ∝ t H , which means that the volatility of return series is self-similar in different time horizon. Figure 6 gives H value estimated for 30 simulated return series for each regime, and it is clear that the fundamental regime has the smallest self-similarity exponent H, followed by periodicity and chaos, and non-fundamental equilibrium regime has the largest H.
Conclusions
This paper studies a stochastic multi-agent stock market model by both theoretical analysis and computer simulation. By analytical approach, we find that the market has four kinds of dynamic regimes such as fundamental equilibrium, non fundamental equilibrium, periodicity and Figure 6 . Boxplot of self-similarity exponents H in different regimes chaos, and then we choose a group of typical parameters for each regime. Agent-based computer simulations with these parameter settings produce the price evolvement series. Statistical analysis on these data shows that (1) markets of all regimes present power law scaling of the return distribution and temporal dependence in volatility; (2) the fundamental equilibrium regime has the largest scaling exponent α of the Pareto distribution for return and smallest self-similarity exponent H of temporal dependence in volatility, and nonfundamental equilibrium regime has the smallest α and largest H, with periodicity and chaos regimes in between.
